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Introduction: The optical navigation cameras 
(ONC) consist of three visible framing cameras (a tele-
scopic multiband camera (ONC-T), wide-angle pan-
chromatic cameras (W1 and W2) on board JAXA’s 
Hayabusa2, the first sample-return mission to a C-type 
asteroid [1,2]. In particular, observations of visible 
spectroscopic properties of possible hydrated minerals 
on Ryugu are of great importance for understanding 
the nature of this asteroid and for choosing sampling 
sites [3]. Our pre-flight validation experiments using 
the actual flight model of ONC-T and carbonaceous 
chondrites indicates that rather subtle 0.7µm absorp-
tion band, which are found in many C-type asteroids 
[e.g., 4] and may also be on Ryugu [5], can be ob-
served with ONC-T [6].  

However, change in environmental conditions and 
strong vibration during launch always poses concerns. 
Thus, we conducted inflight validation observations to 
verify such calibrations, including distortion, point-
spreading function (PSF), spectral sensitivity for indi-
vidual bands, and flat field using a variety of light 
sources since the launch in Dec. 2014 in this study. In 
particular, we had intensive observation campaign with 
our ONC system during the Earth-Moon swing-by in 
Dec. 2015 [7]. Subsequently, we observed Mars at its 
different rotational phases to examine the detectability 
of slight change in spectral properties of Mars. Fur-
thermore, star fields were observed to verify both dis-
tortion and PSF of the cameras. More thorough discus-
sions on the inflight calibration results will be given by 
[8], and this study provides highlights of these results.  

Distortion and point-spread function (PSF): We 
conduced star measurements with T, W1, and W2. The 
distortion of W1 and W2 near the four corners of the 
field of view (FOV) is about 100 pixels. Correction 
using a degree 5 polynomial yields accuracy of distor-
tion correction less than one pixel throughout the FOV.  

The distortion of ONC-T is much less than that of 
W1 and W2. The maximum distortion at the four cor-
ners is about three pixels and that in the central part 
(3°x3°) of FOV (6.35°x6.35°) is less than one pixel. 
Thus, multi-band images of Ryugu (~0.85 km in diam-
eter) from the home position, HP (~20 km), would be 
fit within the central area of the FOV and may not nec-
essarily require distortion correction for co-registration 
of different bands for preliminary analysis.  

Furthermore, no change in PSF was found for 
ONC-T (Fig. 1). The greater values of PSF at large 

distance from the FOV center is due to mechanical 
vignetting (partial blockage of off-axis light) due to 
extended hood installed to prevent stray light through 
the lens tube [9]. However, because this increase in 
PSF is found only around the four corners of the FOV, 
this should not interfere with global observations of 
Ryugu from HP. Nevertheless, a care needs to be taken 
for PSF for full FOV images taken at lower altitudes.  

 
Figure 1. The full-width half maximum (FWHM) PSF of 
ONC-T measured with a star-field image as a function of the 
distance from the FOV center.  

Sensitivity validation for ONC-W1/W2:  Because 
W1 and W2 have wide-angle FOV, large light sources, 
such as Earth, are particularly useful for their valida-
tion. The results of the image analysis using pre-flight 
calibration reproduce brightness distribution expected 
for Earth very well (Fig. 2). Although comparison is 
qualitative, the consistency between pre-flight calibra-
tion data and actual inflight images strongly suggest 
that these two cameras are functioning well after the 
launch and one year of cruise to the Earth fly-by.   

Relative spectral sensitivity for ONC-T: First, 
the accuracy of the relative spectral sensitivity normal-
ized by the v-band (centered at 0.55µm) is examined 
qualitatively with Mars and quantitatively with Moon.  

Fig. 3 shows that the depth of the 1-µm silicate ab-
sorption band on Mars is significantly more pro-
nounced for the image taken where Syrtis Major is 
near the disk center than other images, where more 
anhydrous nanophase ferric oxides are dominant. This 
consistency between observations and predictions sug-
gest that ONC-T can detect such change in reflectance 
spectra accurately.  

Furthermore, when 40×30 pixels of areas are 
binned together for the Moon, the spectrum based on 
preflight calibrations agree with that predicted from the 
spectral model based on JAXA’s Kaguya measure-
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ments [10, 11]. In particular, the discrepancy in the 
band ratios (w/v and x/v bands) used for quantifying 
the 0.7µm absorption for iron-rich serpentine is 0.4 and 
0.8%, respectively (Fig. 4). If these values are good 
representatives for the error of our spectroscopic cali-
bration of ONC-T, error propagation analysis indicates 
that 0.7% of error is expected for 0.7µm band depth (A 
= (v + x - 2w)/2v) measurements. This would be suffi-
cient for detecting typical band depth (up to 3 – 5%) 
found for many CM chondrites [e.g., 12] and C-type 
asteroids [e.g., 4].   

Absolute sensitivity and flat-field calibration: 
These two quantities are necessary for obtaining the 
absolute brightness of individual pixel. The absolute 
sensitivity can be obtained with all the flux of light 
received in a FOV is summed together and is com-
pared with the true value of the light flux. This com-
parison was made with the Kaguya model of the Moon, 
yielding about 10% of difference in absolute brightness 
of the Moon across all the seven filter bands on ONC-
T [8,11]. This difference is probably on the same order 
of magnitude as the error of our spectral sensitivity 
calibration. However, because the absolute sensitivity 
of the Kaguya model may be improved in the future 
[11], the specific value may be subject to revision. 
Nonetheless, this order of error in absolute sensitivity 
is sufficient for most science observations of Ryugu. 

Flat-field calibration was examined by comparing 
Moon images between near a corner and the center of 
FOV [8,11]. The ratio is within 2% after additional 
correction using a portable flat light source measure-
ments immediately before the launch. This serves as a 
measure for brightness accuracy within one FOV of 
image. This error would lead to only one deg of error 
in slope for Lambert surfaces at 45° of slope of topog-
raphy.  

Summary: Inflight calibration observations of 
Haybusa2 indicate that the camera system is in a good 
condition without any noticeable damage or major 
change since the pre-flight calibrations. Result from 
our detailed analyses of the inflight spectral data 
strongly suggest that ONC-T can achieve visible spec-
troscopic observation of C-type asteroid Ryugu with 
high enough accuracy to detect signature of hydrated 
minerals, such as 0.7µm absorption, particularly when 
~ a few tens by few tens of area is binned.   
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Figure 2. One of the Earth images obtained by the ONC-W1 
on Dec. 4, 2015 and their brightness distributions.  
 

 

 
Figure 3. (Top) Reflectance spectra of Mars obtained by 
ONC-T different times. (Bottom) 1-µm albedo views of Mars 
(www.google.com/mars/) from Hayabusa2 at the time of 
observations. Note that Earth, Hayabusa2, and Mars were 
aligned approximately along a straight line during this period.   

 
Figure 4. Difference in spectral irradiance of the Moon 
between ONC-T observation and Kaguya spectral model 
prediction. Note that both irradiance values are normalized at 
0.55 µm. Details of the comparison are given by [11].  
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